
Seven Signs of a Falling Nation 

Lesson 4 

 

No government, kingdom or society lasts forever. Here are seven factors that contributed 

to ancient Rome’s demise- warning signs that exist today within the nation of America. 

 

Sign7:  ___________ ____________   

* The Romans were masters of extreme pleasure-seeking. They                 themselves 

with gladiators and gambled on who would live or die.  

* Residents were proud of their lavish villas, imported cuisine and fine attire. They 

                            themselves with plays, bathhouses, indoor pools and drunken 

parties held in the honor of Bacchus, the false god of wine and sensual pleasures. 

* Similarly, the modern descendants of the “lost” tribes of Israel entertain 

themselves, with mindless “                       ” television programs driven by  

                        and                             sex.  

* With superstar                        who proudly show off their tattoos and pride 

themselves on their multi-million-dollar contracts—yet are void of                     ,  

                           , and                            . 

* Advertising, main-stream news media and                                promotes  

                                 and                                 .  

* A                           that loves to emulate wanton lifestyles portrayed in movies and 

pursue sports, gambling, theater, music and other distractions over seeking true 

values is destined to                            —as did Rome. 

A Kingdom That Will Never Fall 

* Family, education, religion, the economy, government, military, and pleasure-

seeking are all                       have contributed to the death of men’s  

                               - and are at work in the birthright nation of America. 



* However, there is a future government that will be established by a perfect Leader, 

as foretold in (Isa. 9:6-7).   

* An incorruptible King, Jesus Christ, will direct His                      —the kingdom of 

God—to teach true                          values; place                           institutions upon 

the right foundation; empower true                          to provide guidance and 

purpose to empty lives; maintain a global                          that will never see a 

depression—or even a recession; ensure that                           on all levels will be 

free of bureaucracy; and convert all weapons to a greater purpose (Isa. 2:4). 

* And this world-ruling kingdom will                              fall! 
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